Window wells are a functional necessity to bring light, ventilation and egress capability to below grade occupancy areas in residential and commercial construction. Keystone Retaining wall Systems provides a creative and cost effective solution to other conventional means.

- With Keystone, you get the stunning aesthetics of a natural stone finish. No more looking out at a drab wall of concrete or deteriorating timbers.

- By incorporating a terrace into the design, egress out of a deeper window well can be achieved. The terrace also provides the means to include landscaping to enhance the view.

- Window wells can be designed in a number of different shapes to meet your building design needs. Squares or rectangles with inside 90° corners, half circles, arcs, etc. All assemble in the fast, efficient Keystone construction method.

- Window well drainage can be incorporated in the perimeter drain zone for the building structure.

- Night lighting of the terraced window well and landscaping can add dramatic visual effects with the natural stone texture and shadows provided by the Keystone walls.